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'Without vision, people die' (ancient Jewish proverb)

Politics should simply be people, talking, making
decisions, and taking action together. So what
went wrong? Can we make politics work for
the people again?
This ‘manifesto’ is made up of the ideas,
concerns, and hopes of 100s of local people –
gathered via our work, discussions and
relationships in this local area, over the past 20
years. This is our city and our communities
– this is our manifesto.
We first released it in 2015, and it’s formed the
basis of our year-round work ever since. We’ve
continued adding to it, and re-releasing it ahead
of each local election. It’s not complete, I’m
sure we’ve missed stuff, but we are always
open to fresh input. For transparency, we’ve
each year included updates, notes, and edits.
Fast forward straight to the content if you wish,
or here’s some background info...
Local politics has been overlooked for too
long, with an unhelpful focus on national and
international issues. Those big issues are, well,
big – but so too are the local issues that daily
shape our lives. Councillors have very little
influence on those big broad issues – so we
need to see and hear more from them on local
issues particular to their area. This manifesto is
an attempt to do that.

Some of the issues listed are already being
addressed in one way or another by local
residents. We have zero desire to weigh in, or
take control of or credit for such work.
Politicians are – at their best – public
servants, supporting others to take action and
make a difference in their communities. This is
core to our vision for and commitment to our
‘political’ work in this corner of Leeds.
And if others (other councillors, other local
people, or indeed anyone) want to get involved,
or take any of these on, we'd be delighted. Quite
a few of our ideas have now been adopted
by the Council (see notes) – wonderful.
There's also a lot in here, more than we alone
can tackle. But luckily, good politicians never
work alone, but gather diverse partnerships of
people and organisations to tackle challenges
together. A theme underpinning much of this
document is the Council’s failure typically to
listen to local people, to learn from them, to
work with them: that must change. Cooperation
has been at the heart of our work locally these
past 20 years, and will continue to be.
Furthermore,
'community
spirit'
and
cohesion/integration – ie enabling our
communities to be more connected, and to live
well together across age, ethnicity, gender, and
more – is a key priority. But we've not focused on
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it below – because the best way to foster
cohesion is to help good things to happen, which
different people can share and work on together.
Timescales. This manifesto features goals that
are short-term and tangible, which we’re already
working on, or are achievable soon. Some will
take a bit longer. And some are very ambitious,
long-term visions – but let’s start laying the
foundations for those now.
To add to that: we’re well aware of the
limitations we face, especially those in local
government. (Leeds City Council has since 2010
had a 65%+ cut in its core funding from central
government.) The Green Party is utterly
committed to resisting the unnecessary and
damaging ‘austerity’ agenda.
Indeed, this needs to be read against the
backdrop of the national Green Party vision and
policies,
including:
sustainability,
antiprivatisation,
devolution
of
powers
to
communities, cooperation, a well-resourced
health
service,
etc.
Full
info
at:
greenparty.org.uk.
However, we’re realists too – so have largely
avoided projects that would need a lot of
government funding. In fact, we’re convinced –
after many years doing community development
work – that extraordinary things happen
when people gather with passion around a
shared task. There's a huge amount of
resource in our communities and city (time,
Yours,

skills, ideas, resources, money, goodwill, and
more), and it often just needs unlocking.
Ultimately, some of these projects might not be
feasible – but let's at least try to make them
happen. We'll continue to report annually
on our progress made, or not.
Finally, underpinning all this is our commitment
to local people – not simply what we'll do, but
how we'll work. Elected or not, I and Green Party
colleagues will always:
Make ourselves available to you, our fellow
local residents.
Listen to you.
Be totally open with you about any decisions or
votes we make.
And work with you to make our communities
and our city better.
This kind of positive local politics has been sadly
lacking for too long in our communities – that's
why so many people are looking for change.
Whatever happens in next month’s election
(Thursday 5th May 2022), we will continue to
work on these themes with other local people –
and will continue to develop this manifesto as we
go. But winning council seats would really enable
us to go up a gear, and help us help to make
more good things happen: thank you.
Thanks for your interest. We look forward to
working with you to transform our communities
and our city.

Ed Carlisle
Green Party candidate for Hunslet + Riverside
Leeds local elections 2022
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This is quite a big document, so – if you’re reading it online – you might want to use the search function
to look for particular things of interest. Or grab a cuppa and take your time! Also, there are inevitably cross-overs
(eg between #TRANSPORT and #HIGHWAYS), so you might need to skip around a little bit.
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#TRANSFORMINGTRANSPORT
*See also #HIGHWAYSPARKINGWALKWAYS. For the airport, see #SUSTAINABLEFUTURE

Leeds Greens have a detailed strategy to revamp
the city’s rail network, including aspirations to reopen Stourton and/or Hunslet railway
stations (on the live rail line there). We’re interested

Support
the
Talking
Buses
campaign, to have
an
audio
info
system on all buses – very significant for those with visual

in linking this with a Park and Rail scheme based off j44 of the
M1, but that’s maybe now unlikely with the Stourton P+R.

impairments, and visitors/newcomers to the city. The campaign
continues.

The Green Party nationally are against High
Speed Rail 2 (HS2) - and weren’t sad to see
the Leeds leg knocked back. Quite apart from local

Work with the bus companies to look at installing
bike racks onto the exterior of buses (as in
Canada). A long-term project, no progress yet.
Develop and support local bike maintenance
schemes and events. This has been become a major aspect

impact, it’s an overpriced vanity project that will benefit London
more than the regions, and outprice regular people. It’d be *far*
fairer and more effective (and more efficient and quicker) to
spend money on upgrading creaking train lines within our region,
and invest in and subsidise local buses, and also create a huge
national fleet of heavily-subsidised electric coaches.

of our work in the past couple of years (2020-22), having set up
and run the Big Bike Fix here in south Leeds; we’d especially love
Explore light elevated rail systems, as a workable to hear from anyone keen to help with bike fixing in their
mass-transit system in our congested and compact city. If we need neighbourhoods. We’re also pushing for bike maintenance sessions
to sacrifice the plan to open Holbeck viaduct to the public, so be it! in local high schools and colleges.

Work with diverse partners to shape and create a
major lift-sharing scheme for the city. We need to

Park and Ride schemes can be great, but we
had and still have serious misgivings about the
one now under construction in Stourton. This

reduce traffic and congestion for our city; a major mass transit for
the city is years off; car/lift-sharing exists, and is the fastest way to
achieve this, but has failed to take off. We believe a creative and
incentivised scheme (eg a lottery for participants to win cash
prizes?) could change that.

scheme gobbled up local green space (nearby brownfield sites
could have been used), and seems to have generated more not
less local congestion (but we’d be keen to see traffic modelling,
and are open to being proven wrong!). We are at least now
working with locals to push for dense reforestation around the
development.

City centre Workplace Parking Levies have
made a real impact on reducing congestion in
We’re also utterly committed to helping to fight for places like Nottingham; we would look to bring one in here.
Leeds and similar cities to have the right to form a We believe that e-bikes and e-scooters carry
franchised transport system (like London’s great potential for shifting transport patterns, and
successful TfL model), to hold the private rail and bus companies
to account. Once we’ve achieved that, we’d commission a review moving towards a low-carbon future - but would
into the bold idea to offer single flat rate bus fares, or even a commission a report to especially examine how to regulate etotally free bus service (carried out to great success in Dunkerque scooters (which have created major issues in places like Paris).
and elsewhere) - see also free annual bus day idea, below. The
regional administration have picked up the franchising idea (we Electric Vehicle charge points in every school
were one of many pushing for it), and WY Metro have also and Council venue (eg the Community Hubs) simplified the fares, and there was a free bus day. Progress!

available to others on evenings and weekends.
Linked to that, we’ll look to push bus companies to We believe the Private Hire taxi trade are
restart night-buses, and also hold an annual being punished with unfair and clunky licensing
free public transport day. No progress on night buses, regulations (Suitability and Convictions Policies,
but the free bus day happened: result.
etc). We are talking and working with them, and
Keep pushing for free wifi on all buses and local have a robust but simple compromise plan for
trains. We and others have been pushing this for years, it’s after 5th May. Get in touch for details (there’s lots of detail).
slowly progressing, and we'll keep at it until it’s on every bus.

#HIGHWAYSPARKINGWALKWAYS
*see also #TRANSFORMINGTRANSPORT and #SAFERCOMMUNITIES

More, better walking and cycling routes,
especially between the city centre and south
Leeds. I continue to co-lead the Holbeck viaduct scheme. We

city centre to become cheap ‘Park
and Walks’ (keeping traffic out of
the centre, reducing pressure on
residential areas, and good for
health) - by leaning on developers
who are sitting on vacant land.
See below for more on the infamous Skelton Grange bridge.

have previously worked with partners to clear the well-used paths
behind the Dewsbury Road Hub, and would push for further
upgrades. See below for more on the Leeds Dock to Thwaite Mills
towpath. We’ve long pushed for a refurb on Armley Gyratory, and
that’s now in process. Underpasses everywhere need attention
(eg around Tunstall Road - the one by Lane End Primary has been
improved). We support the ‘Hunslet Stray’ concept, are pleased to
see Aire Park now starting to open, and will push for further
development of it. We’ll keep pushing for vacant sites near the

We are however much less interested in major
cycle routes on artery roads - and far more
focused on Quiet Ways: lo-tech, lo-cost networks of
back-street cycle routes through neighbourhoods (very successful
in London). We’ve produced a couple of proposed local network
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maps (one for Beeston, one for Hunslet), and are talking with
Sustrans and the Council about implementing it (the former are
keen, the latter not).

‘Active Travel Neighbourhoods’ are a good
long-term aspiration for our area - but are being
pushed on us in a heavy-handed fashion, and are likely to create
unnecessary disruption, and even extra congestion. Instead, we
are talking with partners including the Clear Air Alliance about a
more incremental approach which leaves some key throughroads, but creates multiple small ATN pockets (eg Lodge Lane,
Rowland Road / the Westbournes, Harlech Road). We’d put
residents at the heart of forming these.

And/or more 20mph zones, with clearer
signage (painted onto the roads?). More traffic
calming measures and/or pelican crossings at
speeding hotspots. Eg: Woodhouse Hill Road and Pepper
Road; Rowland Road and Harlech Road; and Meadow Lane near
Asda HQ. All credit to the residents for positive results in Hunslet
Carr; and Highways implemented our local demands for a
crossing on Tempest Road a while back. Meadow Lane is much
improved, as part of the Aire Park development.

Related to that, we’re supporting Leeds Cycle
Campaign, the Council, and others on a solution
to the infamous bridge at Stourton Grange.
Credit to all involved, get involved, watch this space.

Fencing or bollards for locations including the
Bismarcks and Disraelis in Beeston Hill, Hunslet
Moor, and the Royals in Hunslet, to prevent
motorists (especially quad bikers) from driving
through ginnels, across green spaces, etc. This is
ongoing, with residents: some progress, some blockages.

Investigate developing smarter, responsive
traffic systems (eg traffic lights that respond
to varying demand), especially in the congested city
centre, and relating to the large traffic flows before and after
LUFC matches. A long-term idea, the Council have concerns
about cost, but we remain keen to see if it’s feasible.

Review the city’s policy on grit bins, and look at the

apparently patchy distribution of them. Also keen to link this with
community warden schemes (see #ZEROWASTELEEDS), to see
An overarching theme: get the Highways team more resident-led gritting on key thoroughfares. At a tangent,
look to work with farmers in the city region, commissioning
co-planning with residents on proposed traffic we’d
them to clear roads of snow and ice in winter. Also, following the
schemes. IE blend together ‘expert’ and ‘local’ knowledge, both lead of the Greens in Shipley, create a snow warden scheme.
of which are important. I tried to get local input into the Dewsbury
Road redevelopment, but wasn’t able to force Highways to go with We all like trees, but they're wreaking havoc in
it - and the scheme has several major flaws as a result. It seems some corners of the ward: severely uneven paving and
the works on Low Road in Hunslet have unfolded similarly.
paths*, structural damage to buildings, blocked light, etc. Eg the
Whitfields, Midlands, Belinda Street, and Leasowes
Empower the Highways Dept to test out Hemingways,
in Hunslet; and Moor Crescent Chase, the Disraelis and Cross
proposed changes with temporary schemes - Flatts Park in Beeston. I've been pushing hard on several of these,
and install fixtures that are adjustable (eg retractable bollards), but (not yet elected) am unable to push Forestry to act. (*Leeds
enabling us to manage traffic flexibly. The former has worked City Council pays out £5m annually on trips and falls claims...)
well in places like New York and Bristol. I’ve brought it up with
Reduce resurfacing of cul-de-sacs, to save money.
Highways, they seemed keen, but we’ve been unable to force it.
Driving speeds are much slower, so potholes are less problematic.

Review and tackle the (dangerous) jam of cars
outside schools at pick-up/drop-off times. To

include the implementation of (quirky!) creative methods like
role-play/acting, which some communities have successfully
used on this issue, in conjunction with schools and partners.

Push for free city-centre parking for electric
cars. Good news: the Council implemented this. They’re
listening! Could electric cars also get access to bus lanes?

Support the creation of more parking bays on
underused paved or grassed areas. Examples

include: outside Crescent Grange LS11, and on the Rochefords in
Hunslet. Linked to that, we’ve long pushed for porous matting
for new carparks wherever possible (cheaper, and better for
flood resistance) - and that’s now been trialled in Middleton.

Get ‘Cyclehoops’ installed across the city.
cheap, simple, acclaimed way to increase bicycle parking.

A

Towpaths. We’ve long-supported residents with
their campaign to see the towpath between
Thwaite Mills, H2010, and Leeds Dock
refurbished (resurfacing, lights, benches, bins).

Greens have worked with the Council and partners on this
scheme from the start, and much progress has been made. We
just haven’t yet managed to install much seating along there. We
also see the urgent need to listen to the diverse riverfront users,
about their competing needs - and develop mechanisms to
mediate between them all.

Push for Leeds to urgently look at building
roads out of recycled plastic. This is already
happening around the world - why not here? Can Leeds lead the
way towards becoming a ‘zero waste’ city?

We’ve long supported calls for congestion
charging in the city centre - but also, long term, fight
for devolved powers for the city, to introduce a small levy (50p?)
on using the M621. A big related thing: set up a national scheme
for all vehicles to be automatically charged for road-use like this
via cameras, perhaps instead of Road Tax. Note that Blue Badge
holders (for those with disabilities) are exempt from congestion
charging - we believe a congestion charge would help not hinder
accessibility for them into the city centre.

Campaign for community organisations to be
allowed to apply to install speed cameras in
their area, then collect the fines themselves - to pay back for
the installation, then to use locally.

We helped conceive and push for simple innovations like the
diagonal parking bays on congested Beeston Road, and
scrapping the unused no-parking lines at St Luke's School, to
create more parking for the Couplands and Greenhouse. This
happened: all good.
Revamp the desperately dismal stairwell outside Leeds
train station (to Bishopsgate Street). Credit to Network Rail for
making this happen, at last - but we do have misgivings about
the short term impact the closure has had on the business
community around Mill Hill (and were advocating accordingly).
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#FAIRECONOMY
We are hugely inspired by the work of CLES
(cles.org.uk), and the work they’re doing in
Presion and with other local governments to
relocalise the economies of our towns and
cities. Eg giving preference to local companies,
over and above big corporations; this boosts
local economies, and reduces ‘leakage’ of
resources out of our communities. I’d also want
to embed this ethos into the local level, and
loosen the restrictive ‘preferred bidder’ system,
which has created a cottage industry for
contractors to overcharge for work in our
communities.
We Greens are 100% behind the national
Living Wage campaign (livingwage.org.uk),
and will help push for the Council to become a
living wage employer (amongst employers across
the city). It’s complex, it would increase the Council’s wage
bill, but it would have immeasurable impact in our communities
and local economy.

innovation in empty shops. This is
starting to happen (eg our friends
at Playful Leeds and the CECAP
climate project), but needs an
urgent boost. NEF.

Campaign for mobile retailers selling groceries
in communities to be held to account: they are
currently undercutting rate-paying shopkeepers.
We’ve researched this, feel the national legislation on mobile
sellers needs amending for urban communities, and are looking
for partners to work with on it.

Support and champion independent retail and
catering across the ward and the city. We’ve been
actively involved in projects including the #BuyLeeds campaign,
and the Dewsbury Road Town Team. Also, Kirkless Council give
business rates relief to independent businesses: why not Leeds?
This relates to the CLES / Preston model of generating stronger
local economies (see above).

Support Kirkgate Market as a hub of the city
economy: a key launchpad for new retailers, and
an important budget shopping venue. We’re
especially interested in improving the experience, accessibility,
and ‘navigability’ of the market. We’re already talking and
partnering with them, and will be able to do more if elected.

New local employment schemes, probably
run via a social enterprise, for local people to get Actively supporting/mentoring young adults to
trained and employed in work including... access employment, alongside schemes including Leeds
Widespread installation of water meters and water butts;
computer restoration and IT support, like the acclaimed
Airedale Computers community-owned company in Castleford
(we are in touch with the fab Digital Access network); green
refurb work on old housing stock (see HOUSING below); tree
surgery (see #HIGHWAYS above); handiperson work (eg clearing
gutters); urban farms (see #SUSTAINABLEFUTURE); wood
pellets (#MISCELLANEOUS); and grass-cutting. Some of this is
now happening (eg I know the team running the GTT Lab in
Beeston), but it remains small-scale. The Council could
meaningfully support this (eg interest-free loans, free premises,
etc), and gain much: either this work isn’t currently happening,
or they’re subcontracting to hopeless contractors (eg on
grasscutting).

Set up a commission on ‘rebooting’ Leeds city
centre, and high streets across the ward
(especially Hunslet, which is currently facing
multiple challenges). High street retail continues
to decline, so let’s boldly re-imagine what city
and town centres can become. Centres for creativity,
artisan work, culture, play, community or city climate hubs, and
free leisure perhaps – and what else? As part of this, we'd look to
grant more Temporary Occupation Licences, to support

Poverty Challenge (run by friends of ours).

Introduce a (modest) levy on all hotel
bookings in the city. Also, campaign for stronger
licencing conditions for those leasing via Airbnb
and similar. Where properties are being wholly rented out (ie
not rent-a-room situations), it’s typically having a negative if not
traumatic impact on neighbours; we’ve been supporting residents
to tackle this.

Initiate a ‘Pennies from Heaven’ scheme as
default for all Council staff, such that salaries are rounded
down to the nearest pound each month, and the surplus (£10k+
per month?) goes into a community fund.

Long term,
we believe in widespread
mutualism/cooperatives. We’d ultimately like
to see a citizen-owned and citizen-managed array
of city services, eg Leeds Community Transport /
Bank / Energy / etc. White Rose Energy is a positive step
here - let’s do more.

#ENERGYFORALL
More urgent than ever, with the current crisis..!
Form a coalition of local residents, to enter into
collective bargaining for cheaper gas and
electric bills. An effective model developed by ‘Which?’ for
their Big Switch campaign. We’re still keen, and would love to
hear from would-be partners willing to help coordinate this.

Long term, support the development of
community-owned
energy
generation
schemes - see above, for Leeds Community Energy. Eg local
solar farms, wind turbines (especially along the M621, and on
tower blocks), or water turbines on the Aire, and perhaps a
Leeds tidal lagoon.

Support
residents
including those at
H2010
calling
for
accountability of the
company running their
system (DHS). DHS's are

district

heating

good in principle, and will
expand a lot over the coming generation – but they tend
towards unaccountable monopolisation by single companies.

We broadly support anaerobic digestors
(ADs), but would campaign to have them located exclusively in
industrial districts (eg the A63 corridor).
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#PUBLICSPACEANDLEISURE
*See also #CREATIVECITY and #SUSTAINABLEFUTURE

Support groups to take over (and maybe own) Cross Flatts Park to
under-managed green spaces. This has worked well improve
night-time
in west Leeds via the Armley Common Rights Trust: something for security in parks.
our area? Also, certain pocket parks should be considered for
designated priority use, eg the underused Rowland Road park to
become a dog-priority zone (as proposed by local residents).

Ongoing, although the CCTV
has made some impact.

economy, and save us all money and petrol travelling to the coast.

venue, parkour or skate park, or squirrel sanctuary.

the legal status of Leathley Road rail
Push for the creation of an urban beach on the Research
cuttings
(behind the Crown Point retail park),
green space not far from Old Mill Lane (going and start a
consultation about its possible uses.
towards Thwaite Mills) in Hunslet. Good for the local Public ideas so far
include: a wild garden, orchard, rock-climbing
Support the development of city centre green Supporting the transferral of unused Council
spaces. We’re delighted to see Aire Park take off properties and land to local not-for-profit groups at last, by the Tetley. Edible growing would be a priority temporarily or permanently. We supported the Old
there, and in small green spaces across the city centre; and we’re
also keen to see the development of a feature in Aire Park retelling
the story of Hunslet, in light of the fact that Aire Park is very much
within the boundaries of Hunslet (especially as many city centre
residents aren’t aware). Also still keen on the development of
Merrion Gardens, although that’s nowadays outside this Council
ward.

Cockburn Sports Hall coming into community management, but
are disappointed that that hasn’t led to greater local usage. We’re
also working on a partnership proposal to build a cooperative
sports and events venue in Beeston, on unused Council land.

involvement in shaping and overseeing it (there are several
concerns and misgivings about it, to overcome).

communal bins into some. However, that’s costly and won’t work
for them all, so we’re still working with agencies and residents on
this. Another reasonable option is transferring them into the
ownership of neighbouring houses: we’re working on this
currently. A full mapped review of every yard is needed.

Continue working to turn the infamous
Beeston Hill binyards into positive useful
Redevelop the ’slab’ at the back of the Penny spaces (clothes drying areas, growing spaces, dog
Hill Centre in Hunslet. This is now developing, which is yards, chicken runs, bike workshops, even new
great - and it’ll be crucial to keep getting maximum residents housing). Things have shifted: the Council are now putting
See the installation of better, more convivial/
friendly street seating across the ward. This
features within my work with the Dewsbury Road Town Team,
and also hopefully the project behind the Penny Hill. Also: beautify
street ‘furniture’ like the electric boxes (Sparking Community and
Burley Banksy are leading the way on this). The Council picked up
on the latter: happy days (but there’s plenty more to do).

Work with partners to develop the greater use
of the waterways around Leeds Dock. Paddle

boarding is now up and running (credit to the estate managers
and partners), but more could happen. We are also supporting
local charity Canal Connections with their Lock House project,
which links.

Support more road closures, temporary and
permanent. We are amongst those pushing for
major pedestrianisation of the city centre, Support the development of more non-alcoholic
in the city centre. This seemed to be happening
which is gaining traction. Temporary road closures are also venues
(!) pre-COVID, we claim no credit, we’d like to support this further.
becoming more normal, eg the Street Play project, which we
supported when they piloted it in Beeston Hill (but the local
organisers are currently facing a lot of resistance from some within
the Council, for some reason). Long term, turn more residential
through-roads into cul-de-sacs, to nurture community spirit (see
#HIGHWAYSPARKINGWALKWAYS for more on this)

Challenge the wisdom on forcing people to make
block bookings for Council exercise classes,
which discourages those with irregular income or work patterns.

Get water running matts, inflatables, and poolHelp develop a free-running/parkour park for side slides for circulation amongst Council
Leeds: find and lend an unused piece of land to the parkour swimming pools: these would be fun, and pay for
community, and pull together a partnership of stakeholders (eg
Leeds College of Building) to help build it. An indoor centre - ‘Level
Up’ - has opened in south Leeds, but an outdoor site’s still needed.

themselves through extra take-up.

getting new play and sports installations. We’re also supporting
similar work in the city centre, eg the Tetley’s events and play
space. H2010 got a (modest) playground, but - in the light of new
developments near there - a campaign for a better facility has to
be on the cards. Always happy to discuss possible schemes.

away at these, eg around the Whitfields in Hunslet, and by the old
Holy Spirit church in Beeston Hill. Hunslet Moor is also a priority,
and we’re talking with partners about a site in Hunslet Carr.

Hold an annual city-wide Silly Olympics, or
Improve and develop more playgrounds, and ‘Common City Games’. And perhaps one day bid
put more resources into ‘pocket’ parks - not just for the real Commonwealth Games..? Ongoing.
the big parks. The Council seem to be going with this, with Orchards and/or edible gardens within
spaces like Trentham Park and Brickfield Park getting refurbed walking distance of every resident. We’re chipping
(we’re supporting these), and Hunslet Lake and Hunslet Moor
Help form a Museum for the
Communities, similar to the one in Bristol; start

City’s

by logging
the mass of archives and artefacts held by residents for Hunslet.

Create firepits in underused corners of parks like
Cross Flatts Park. Also support the growth of community

We helped push for a mountain biking course in Middleton
Park (outside the ward). It happened, and people love it. Thanks
to all who made it happen.

bonfires in November (as opposed to the uninspiring and expensive
Council bonfire events).

Work with residents and fab groups like Friends of
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#CREATIVECITY
Support public art everywhere, eg sculptures for boost the Leeds Chess
local parks, and lots of murals - big and small (eg Competition
(see
gas towers, derelict buildings, and the walls of #EDUCATION). Some of
the Inner Ring Road). We’ve been working with others to these have progressed (eg
generate several of these in Cross Flatts Park, partly via Beeston
Festival. It’s also great to see good people we know pushing the
‘City Less Grey’ project forward for the city. We’re happy to see
‘ghost adverts’ appearing across the city, eg the ’Bile Beans’
advert in Hunslet. There has been previously been stiff resistance
within the Council to street art, locally - but the tide is turning.

Igloo Fest and Den Fest),
some not yet.

Work to safeguard the rights of buskers in the
city, alongside the Association of Street Artists
and Performers (ASAP). Busking rights have been severely

in several UK towns and cities; we don’t want that to
Set up a scheme whereby professional firms curtailed
happen in Leeds.
(legal, accountancy, etc) display art work
for sale by local artists in their offices. The firms' We previously proposed a fresh push on getting
offices look more interesting, and local artists sell more work: win- the giant Brick Man sculpture built at last,
win. This is happening in east London: why not here? But still near the train station. But instead of that, we’re
haven’t yet found the right person to push it forward: any takers?
now talking about creating a mammoth walk-in
Continue to support and/or help lead on the sculpture, created out of waste: watch this space.
delivery of established and new events
for the Business Improvement District (BID)
including Beeston Festival, Hunslet Gala, Push
and/or Chamber of Commerce to pay for the city
Middleton Camp, Igloo Festival, Den Festival, etc... centre Christmas Lights, to save Council funds. Ideally,
And look to develop new events like the re- in the centre or in our communities, would love to see us go for a
instatement of the annual Lord’s Mayor’s community-led ‘Wonky Christmas’ theme (as in Newburgh).
Parade, to bring the city’s communities together We supported the push for an alternative Leeds
- ideally linked with an annual closure of the Inner 2023 Capital of Culture, but (like many) are concerned
Ring Road, a long-held vision of ours. A chalk art it’s lost sight of its original wide-ranging community-led ethos.
and poetry festival. An annual Leeds pillow-fight Oblige property developers sitting on semi(linked with the established international Pillow derelict properties to lend them to artists, to
Fight Day). A city table tennis competition. create large-scale external murals; this happens in
Soapbox Racing. Treehouse Competition. And many German cities, to much acclaim. Eg the Sun Inn in Hunslet.

#GOODHOUSING

(+ BUILDINGS + HERITAGE)
*see also #FAIRECONOMY about Airbnb

The Cladding Crisis is a grave miscarriage of
justice, supported by the national (Conservative)
government, which has massively affected
thousands of local residents. We’ve supported the

fantastic local campaigners throughout, were delighted that the
government seems at last to be bending to the pressure (but
there’s a long way to go), and are keen to form a Scrutiny Panel
to investigate and report on the impact it’s had on residents.

Resist further demolition of old houses,
especially the Victorian terraces – but instead
further develop our work with local housing
organisations like Empty Homes Doctor, Canopy,
and LATCH to rescue them, and do green refurb
work on them via schemes like those in east
Leeds (see also #FAIRECONOMY). Central
government funding for demolishing properties has dried up for
now, but this remains a priority for the mid/long term. Insulating
homes is the single most effective use of ‘green’ money, to
reduce emissions, and support local economies. We’d also push
for the Council to borrow (low-interest) from government to
purchase empty homes if need be, to become Council housing.
We’re also interested in the idea of pushing for councils to get
first refusal (at a fair or even reduced price) on ex-Council houses
that come up for sale, to bolster the stock of social housing.

in
2020)
is
clunky,
bureaucratic,
and
unnecessarily onerous. We
wrote a proposal for a
robust but smarter and more affordable scheme, and would be
keen to rolling that forward for the future, but we weren’t
successful pushing for it this time.

Obvious perhaps, but support residents to set up
resident-led management boards or groups.
These are especially relevant in the city centre blocks, and we will
continue to link such groups up with one another. It’d also be
good to hand over decision-making relating to housing to local
people as much as possible - eg Council housing tenants, like the
BITMO model in Belle Isle. Related to that, a small but powerful
thing: work with residents everywhere to set up local FB groups these seem uniquely useful in fostering community voice.

Resist planning permission and/or tighten
licensing for any further HMOs (Houses of
Multiple Occupancy, ie bedsit blocks) in Beeston
Hill. We seriously need to ensure more local housing here goes
to families and couples, to rebalance the community demographic
here. The current councillors seem to have taken this onboard,
and are somewhat doing so now: good. We’ll keep fighting this
corner ourselves, once we get elected.

Review why certain council houses (eg on big
We believe in landlord licensing, to better roads) are unable to erect garden fences.
support and monitor private tenants and
landlords. However, the new Beeston Hill scheme (brought in Support the creation of mid-sized sites (8-12
7

pitches) for the Gypsy and Traveller between the authorities and the impressive
community across the city – both 'negotiated citizen-led movement on this. Develop and circulate a
stopping' and permanent – in consultation with freshly-updated flyer with key services. Lean on developers to
empty buildings and land for pop-up accommodation /
local established communities. Roadside (ie non- release
encampments, as last resort. Pilot a scheme like that in
authorised) encampments work for absolutely no-one, and are
costly for the Council – whereas established sites like Kidacre
Street (here in Hunslet and Riverside), whilst not perfect, have
been a real success. For short-term encampments, we’ll work to
release unused brownfield land (Council or private) for these and push for different Council wards around the city to take
responsibility for the needs of Travellers on a rota throughout the
year. We’d also push for a system whereby anyone using a
Traveller site pays a bond; and especially on greenfield sites, resecure site gates once the encampment is established, to limit
comings and goings (which can seriously damage the ground).
We’re also currently working to establish a resident liaison
scheme, for keen local volunteers to help build dialogue between
Traveller and established communities, agencies, and the Council.

Albuquerque (USA) giving people who are homeless ad-hoc work.
Support innovative schemes like the ‘Shipping Container Village’.

Support locally-led housing schemes (eg
Leeds Community Homes and CHACO) and
especially co-housing projects, over and above the big
corporate house builders. And seek to penalise the big companies
for land-banking and other means of skewing the market.

Review the Council’s lettings policy, to
include the option (or even obligation) of taking
references for would-be tenants.
Support a scheme for older people with empty
rooms to take in others as rent-a-room tenants

Work with the Canal and River Trust to increase
houseboat provision.
Work to bring underused community
buildings into circulation for wider community
use, eg churches, and schools on weekends and evenings.
Work with residents and agencies to refurbish
the iconic Hunslet St Mary’s clock tower, and

(see housing guru Danny Dorling for more on this).

The local campaign to save Hunslet Mill /
Victoria Mill (before it rotted) paid off: great!
However, the redevelopment work has generated
considerable tensions with established local
residents. Developer-community dialogue
mechanisms are needed for all major projects.

bring that land back into community use. We support the local
campaign on this, and are pleased to say the Council stepped up
to take it on, possibly for social housing.

We previously helped push for a ‘Welcome to Hunslet’ sign. It’s
now happening, via the local TARA, and we’re supporting: great!

Install large-scale local vintage photos

on
external walls in our neighbourhoods, to build community pride.

See #HIGHWAYS for the impact of overgrown trees on housing in
places like the Leasowes, and #SUSTAINABLEFUTURE for antiflood measures to be built into all new housing developments.

Homelessness. Support better collaboration

#SAFERCOMMUNITIES
Work with local police to instigate smarter
timetabling to tackle anti-social behaviour. Eg

interested in piloting
the
acclaimed
Portuguese national
approach, in Leeds.

ensure good on-street presence at key times (eg 4-8pm) in key
locations (eg Belinda Street LS10, Fulham Sq LS11). We’re
talking with local policing teams, and will keep pushing for this.

Theft of York
Cutting back bushes and hedges that are Stone
being used for or that are blocking visibility of pavements
to have subsided, but we’re keen to stay on top of it, eg
criminal activity (eg the Whitfields in Hunslet, and Beeston seems
using ‘Smart Water’ to mark pavements.
Road). No major progress yet. This could easily link with the
social enterprise scheme (#FAIRECONOMY).

The Managed Approach in Holbeck was in
Help instigate self-defence classes, for local theory a good idea, but was poorly managed,
residents. Interest comes and goes for this, but it remains a and local impact was considerable (and
continues to be, despite the project ending). We
positive workable idea, perhaps with the Royal Armouries.
need an urgent rethink on sex work in the city,
Support the development of a women-only learning from other cities.
taxi service. Discussions continue, but no firm progress.
CCTV’s popular, but expensive to staff. Can we
Set up an annual 'Meet Your Neighbour' install unmonitored CCTV, and simply access the footage if
day, to build local connections. This could needed?
possibly lead to 'Love Your Neighbourhood' We’re working with residents to stop neighbour
action days (see #WASTE). We’re forever putting local noise nuisance. But in the short term: free ear plugs for
people in touch with other neighbours of theirs whom we know,
anyone who wants them, available via Council hubs etc.

but would be keen to launch this community-wide; get in touch if
you could help coordinate this.

Work with petrol stations to reduce sales of
petrol to quad bikers, many of whom are then a

Drug dealing:

it’s hard to imagine how to stop this 100%
anytime soon, but there are certain local locations where it
happens very brazenly and prominently. This upsets a lot of local
people, so we’ll look to generate pressure via police and
community to ensure it at least happens away from public view.
Mid term, look to install ‘drug rooms’, where users can legally
use drugs - but these control the dangerous waste in one place.
Long term, the Greens believe in decriminalisation, and we’d be

nuisance in the local community.

Push the Police to improve their dialogue and
feedback mechanisms with residents, about
investigations: building trust and dialogue
are central elements for collaborative policing.
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#ZEROWASTELEEDS
See #ENERGY on anaerobic digestors. See #PUBLICSPACE for binyards. See #HIGHWAYS for recycled plastic roads.

Broadly, Leeds needs to follow the lead of cities
like Amsterdam to adopt bold aims around
creating a circular (zero waste) economy (ref:
Kate Raworth and doughnut cities etc).
Work with the Community Payback programmes to
see them do more organised local litter picking.

the bin crews, and that
extra time can be
diverted into managing
these sites so that they
don’t become flytipped; siting them away from vehicle access
would also be worthwhile, on this. This is now happening, eg on
the Telfords and Harlechs - now to review and learn from those
pilots, before further implementation. We also see this as a
solution to neighbourhoods that don’t currently have black bins, eg
some of Belinda Street and Moor Road in Hunslet.

Likewise with all local schools and faith groups.

Dog fouling. Launch a national campaign for dog We first called for charity stores at the Council
food packaging to carry anti-fouling messages tips, to divert stuff from landfill/incineration, 10+
(like the anti-smoking warnings on cigs). We’ll keep years ago. There are now Revive stores at Seacroft and
working with local residents to report offenders (we’ve had some
successes). Work with our wardens (see below) to increase this.
Plain-clothed police issuing fines in litter and dog fouling
hotspots remains an ideal, but isn’t likely soon. On anti-fouling
signage/murals/chalking, we’d push for citizen-led and creative/
humorous campaigns (eg “Sort your sh*t out!”). Linked with
national Green policy of having all pet dogs registered, we’d use
that to target messaging at dog owners. And we’ll push for a dogpoo-powered street lamp in Leeds (I kid you not).

Kirkstall tips, co-run by the SLATE charity (which I’m on the board
for): all good, more please. At other tips, enable staff to set aside
reusable ’waste’ for the public to help themselves to. We’re
also part of the Zero Waste Leeds network, working on this theme.
And we remain interested in the social enterprise opportunities
here: ie potential employment via reuse and repair work.

Business rates relief for companies/groups
working in the repair and reuse economy.
We remain keen on secure needle bins (see
previous versions), but feel that pushing towards ‘drug

Employ local residents as community wardens

for a few hours per week, to help keep their neighbourhoods shipshape. Responsibilities might be hedges, litter, grit and snow, etc.

rooms’ (see #SAFERCOMMUNITIES) is probably more effective.

Work with residents on ‘Love Your Community’
clear-up days. We’ve organised and supported scores of

Force Council building contractors to sign up to
minimise unnecessary waste from their projects.

community clear-ups, and are always open to others.

(Perfectly reusable building materials are regularly sent to landfill/
incineration from big projects.)

Continue supporting locally-led schemes (eg the
’CRAP’ FB group we set up) and events (eg carboot/table-top sales, ‘Open Neighbourhoods’,
etc), for people to pass on unwanted items.

Push for the reestablishment of bottle return
schemes. And more public bottle banks - and
develop a map to locate them. The map happened (visit

Work with property management companies to
ensure all city centre residents have ready
access to recycling facilities; at the moment, many don't.

leeds.gov.uk): hurray. And we’re still push for local recycling
banks, eg at Aldi in Beeston.

We continue to be involved in developing events
like the previous junk boat racing and den
festivals, for people to get creative with ‘junk’. Putting play and

Could smaller flat blocks partner up, for economies of scale? And
install external bottle banks at more bars.

Initiate a community-led waste and recycling
research project in Beeston Hill: local people getting

innovation at the heart of waste is key for inspiring us all towards
reuse etc.

out, talking with others, stirring up awareness around recycling.
Recycling rates are particularly low in Beeston Hill, and some locals
are keen to change that. If the project’s a success, do it elsewhere.
We’ve pushed this informally, with some success - let’s upscale it.

Work with takeaways to reduce litter.

Provide free plastic sheeting for residents to cover
bulky waste (to stop it getting rain-soaked, at which point

Occasional community skips are good, but they

Push for all
takeaways to have branded packaging (and fine them if they
fail to clear up after their customers), and drive-throughs to print
registration plate numbers onto packaging (to identify culprits).
must come and go in one day, or they becomes magnets for mess.

the bulky waste collection staff can’t take it, and/or re-sell it via
charity shops). We’ve done this informally, but want to see it
upscaled as an organised scheme.

Greens campaigned hard against the incinerator,

which has significantly contributed to falling recycling rates in the
city; multi-national Veolia, who run the plant, need holding to
account on this.

Develop local composting schemes or even
competitions - eg schools win prizes if they can gather the

Review innovative waste schemes elsewhere,

most compost via families. We’re working with locals on informal
schemes (linking residents with allotment sites), but need to
upscale it. We need to decentralise our city’s waste systems. Or at
least dish out more brown bins, eg the Telfords in Hunslet.

eg the Maidstone ‘Litter Cams’, and Northampton’s approach to
spooking flytippers - for application here in Leeds. We don’t (really)
understand Council resistance to sending out warning letters to
residents suspected of flytipping (ie a step before prosecution).
Face-to-face outreach on repeat offenders would also be time well
spent.

More public waste and dog foul bins including a lot more solar-powered ’Belly Bins’
across the city. (These hold eight times more waste than

Use Council land to grow Christmas trees, with

normal bins, so need less regular emptying.) We have a list of
hotspots. Some progress here: good! Also, fix the many broken
locks: the swinging doors on bins are dangerous.

citizens then buying trees each year, returning them to be
replanted, then reused year after year - as in Todmorden.

The Greens pushed hard against the Council
charges for bulky and inert waste. These charges

This is controversial (!), but big communal bins
are a good step forward for our communities.

led to a considerable increase in flytipping, and we were delighted
to see the Council U-turn on this in the past few months.

They’re normal in many European countries. They save time for
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#POLITICSPOWERPLANNING
Help form informal residents groups, to take people to the Council by
action on local issues. I helped local residents launch the lot (the same way people are chosen
Hunslet Moor Residents group, and it’s interesting to see how
forums didn’t work, but hands-on action has, and how the FB
group’s been fruitful. We remain committed to not rushing to
formalise these groups: it can be the kiss of bureaucratic death.
We also believe setting up local FB groups is one of the easiest
and most effective ways to build community voice and action
(see #GOODHOUSING). Council-led community forums are ok,
but would ideally be replaced by resident-leds ones.

for jury service), so that alongside
elected
councillors,
there
are
independent voices and fresh ideas
around the table.

As mentioned in the intro, developing increased
participation amongst residents on local
decision-making is a huge overarching theme
for us. Eg on budgeting, housing allocation, highways and

appealing against court orders. This especially relates to antisocial behaviour relating to businesses in Beeston.

public spaces issues, and more. Local wisdom is key: we’re fed
up with wrong-headed projects developed without local input.
We’ll use both meetings and online technologies to facilitate this.
We are working hard to enable these dialogues, and look forward
to formalising this if elected. (See also #GOODHOUSING, above.)

Specifically, we will work with people with
disabilities to fully review city and community
accessibility, and Council provision, for their
perspective: we are told they’ve been shut out of
previous reviews.
Related to that: ‘community consultation’ is
typically a sham, or at best poorly executed. We’ll
push for a code of conduct on it, and also argue not just for
public drop-ins, but also for local gatherings on key issues - for
residents to find common voice if need be.

Furthermore, rethink and pro-actively rejuvenate
local processes around planning. The current set-up
(eg small-print posters on lampposts) is outdated. There are
several local cases where residents have failed to find out about
key planning issues, and/or where consultation has been very
slight. We always look to pro-actively flag up all key planning
issues with residents, and push for proper consultation. Also, we
need to foster more dialogue-based (less ‘fighty’) approaches to
planning, between different parties.

Campaign to overhaul our outdated voting
system: could local elections be a perfect place to road-test
these? Alternative Vote systems? Push for all voting slips to
include a 'none of the above' option (and if NOTA gets the
largest vote, a re-election is held)? Push for polling cards to carry
photos of candidates? More ideas very welcome.

Explore options to nominate a % of regular

Shift the planning systems,
which currently enable anti-social business
owners to continue trading whilst when they’re
We’ve pushed for years for hustings (debates)
for local elections - and we’re chuffed that South Leeds Life
(which we help out with) now run these. More please.

Councillors are allocated a discretionary pot of
‘MICE money’ annually to share with local
groups, but it’s often unclear where the money goes. This
should be publicly reported, by all councillors.

Campaign
to
hold
the
Beeston
Neighbourhood Plan to account. It currently

excludes participation from Beeston Hill, whilst laying claim to
key shared community assets like Cross Flatts Park and Holbeck
Cemetery. We need to ensure that Beeston Hill residents are not
excluded from key decision-making that affects these spaces.

Consult locally as to interest (or not) in forming
Neighbourhood Plans for Hunslet and/or
the City Centre. Also, consider establishing a
Parish Council for Hunslet.
Establish a code of conduct for councillors,
and an ombudsman for people to report
failings. Eg many local residents report emailing councillors
repeatedly, and *never* getting a response.

Publish the salaries
executives each year.

of

top

Council

And create a system whereby
salaries throughout the Council are linked, and pegged to those
on the lowest salaries - so no pay rises at the top, unless they
are also passed onto everyone else.

Create ideas boxes in all Council venues, for
citizens to share their ideas on improving their
communities and city. This is starting to happen, eg
Hunslet Hub, via the local TARA. More please!

#TECHNOLOGY
Develop communal
internet
schemes,
starting in tower blocks and flat blocks. This has

still very slow.

Related to that, push for higher levies and tighter
regulation on mobile phone masts - eg exclusions

We
previously
committed to developing a Leeds Repair Café
for people to fix broken stuff together - and we
did it, and it’s now well-established and muchloved. We’re now working on expanding it to become a network

We
previously advised the
H2010 residents on
this, and they seemed
to make good progress.

been developed in Huddersfield, and made for huge savings for
residents. We’ve started working with people to do so informally
(ie neighbours sharing a wifi box) - but people are rightly flagging
up concerns about EMR (Electro Magnetic Radiation) with bigger
schemes. Happy to discuss / explore this further.

on them near schools (normal in several European countries).

Push for the Hunslet internet exchange to
get upgraded – internet speeds in that area are

of Repair Cafes across the city: get in touch to get involved. (See
also #ZEROWASTECITY.)
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#CHILDRENANDYOUTH
Continue to support the delivery of street-play
programmes (see #PUBLICSPACE, above). These have

Work with the
Council's
adoption team
to
push
for
increasing use of
the
new
'Foster
to
Adopt' national programme,

recently faced considerable resistance locally, for reasons that
remain unclear; we aim to unblock the problem!

Further develop and support low-cost family
events – eg the annual Middleton Community Camp, Den
Festivals, Igloo Festival, etc - all of which we’ve helped run these
past years. (See also #PUBLICSPACE, above.)

whereby fostering and
adoption are much more closely integrated. This approached is
slowly becoming far more mainstream: great.

Support local youth-workers to (safely) develop
'risky' work: giving young people opportunities
to experience and manage risk, through fire,
treehouse-building, etc.
We’re talking with local parents and stakeholders
about setting up a scheme which would see
small groups of volunteers doing youth
outreach at key community sites (eg parks) on
evenings. If it works, fundraise to establish it.
Youth clubs are great, but we need outreach to
connect with a wider range of youngsters. We’re

We’re still furious about the proposed
introduction of a metric term system in Leeds
schools. Visit southleedslife.com for full details - the article was
published on 1 April 2016, for reference.

This is an immensely complex and delicate
subject, but we have been involved in several
cases where social services have (despite good
intentions) woefully misjudged situations within
the families of new migrant communities, leading
to the unjust removal of children. (All the
situations we’ve been involved with have been
righted in the end.) We would push for a review
of the cultural and other barriers between
social services and new communities like
these.

delighted to see local charity LS-TEN (where Ed is a director)
recently land a youth work contract, with outreach at its core:
watch this space.

Also support local youth-workers to put
volunteering opportunities at the heart of
their provision: not just providing services for
youngsters, but encouraging them to play a part
in their local area. Ongoing.

Work with partners to see more underused community venues
(eg churches and school halls) open to the community. See
#GOODHOUSING.

#EDUCATION
Help establish more free, local, volunteer-led
English Language provision, eg conversation
clubs. The weekly conversation club that I helped catalyse in

undeveloped scheme
as
‘CommUniversity’, but didn’t
find time to get
movement on it, and
wre delighted to see Slung Low Theatre Co making this happen
(as a ‘Cultural Community College’). Their project is now ending
though, so this remains a live need. Tool/equipment-share
schemes could also be developed alongside these - and we’re
talking with Buy Nowt LS6 about establishing one in south Leeds.
We helped launch Leeds Repair Café (see #TECHNOLOGY above),
and are now busily co-running the Big Bike Fix projects locally
(see #TRANSFORMINGTRANSPORT above).

2016 is flourishing (ccleeds.com): all credit to the volunteers
who’ve made that happen! I also helped broker the weekly RETAS
refugee drop-in in Beeston Hill (still on hold post-COVID). We’re
also interested in established conversation clubs for new
communities, in partnership with people at risk of isolation (eg in
sheltered accommodation).

Provide free mediation training for local
residents, to build up conflict resolution skills
from the grassroots. I’ve helped make this happen in one

All new schools, and school extensions, to be
built with extra capacity (eg surplus
classrooms and facilities), to enable the city to
cope with peaks and troughs of demand. In the past

of the local high schools, and have discussed it with the Royal
Armouries as a community-wide programme.

Help to establish school uniform exchanges

in
all local schools, to save everyone money, and save things going
to waste unnecessarily. We’ve supported the development of one
for LS11 (FB: School Uniform Swap LS11), and would be keen to
see more emerge.

20 years, Leeds closed loads of schools when demand was low,
and are now desperately short on school places: ugh.

Linked to that, urgently pour resources into
support for home schooling networks, to
enable the city to cope with increasing numbers
of kids. (We simply cannot build enough schools
right now.)

Promote chess in schools, as a cheap and
manageable way to support concentration and
skills like problem-solving.
Develop spaces for skills-share workshops, eg
knitting, tailoring, DIY, bike maintenance,
growing, cooking, etc. We previously branded this

(See #OLDERPEOPLE for inter-generational partnerships between
schools and older people.)
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#HEALTHYNEIGHBOURHOODS
*see also #SUSTAINABLEFUTURE for more on this theme

Air pollution has rightly emerged as a
prominent issue in the past few years: it’s a longheld campaign issue for Greens. Notably, our
Council ward has the highest rates of respiratory
illness in Leeds. The solutions are multi-layered (see

perhaps in
conjunction
with
shopping
centres, to
serve the
massively increasing population there. No progress,

#PUBLICSPACE, #TRANSPORT, #GOODHOUSING, etc), but other
specific policies we’re looking at or working on include... Leaning
on property owners, especially in the city centre, to install
greenery on their rooves (also good for wildlife). Creating
‘green walls’ on places like the M621 and Inner Ring Road
walls. Working with residents against unnecessary tree-felling;
and we’re very keen and active with tree-planting, especially socalled ‘mini forests’. The proposed Clean Air Zone has
disappeared since COVID, but if does reappear, we’ll fight again
for south Leeds not to be excluded (or we risk becoming an
industrialised zone for the city).

partly because we still have no formal platform; but the issue
remains key for many people we speak with.

Whilst continuing to battle for a return to
reasonable levels of mental health provision
(cruelly cut by government), we will also locally
continue
to
support
‘social
prescribing’
organisations (eg Connect for Health), and we
subscribe to the NEF ‘5 Steps to Wellbeing’ model

Related to this, we’re campaigning to hold the
(often irresponsible) tyre processing industry to
account: we see far too many ‘unfortunate’
tyre fires in our area, we’re the ones who bear
the impact, and the Environment Agency are
failing to act adequately.
Continue to develop walking groups, events,
and trails, eg the community hiking project we
co-launched 5-6 years ago; phone apps for local
heritage walks; and the Holbeck walking trails

- believing that, if nothing else, we can pursue wellbeing through
community, creativity, shared action, etc. It’s not the whole
answer, but it’s largely free, and it’s the best we’ve got for now.

We will continue to campaign against fracking
locally, and against fracking waste fluid being
brought to the Knostrop water processing site -

just across the river from Hunslet. Also push for regular water
testing there, with the results publicly released.
We previously pushed for e-cigarettes to be legal in pubs and
social clubs, as a better alternative to old-style smoking. But the
latest research suggests that these are not the silver bullet
solution they seemed to be, and the risks from passive smoking
remain unclear; it seems we and others were wrong, so that is no
longer something we subscribe to.

(which are great, and which I've played no part in, but which I
think we should replicate in Hunslet and Riverside).

Work with the local NHS trust to see more GP
and dental surgeries in the city centre,

#OLDERPEOPLE
Continue to support bodies including the Ciaran
Bingham Foundation Trust (CBFT) and South
Leeds Life at Home - in particular to develop
more services in Hunslet (many older people in Hunslet
especially seem to experience isolation). Related to that, we
remain committed to establishing a Hunslet in Bloom group but key people had to step back, so this has stalled for now.

Explore what role Social Clubs (eg WMCs) could
play in providing venues and possibly
programmes for daytime social care. Like most bars

or pubs, they're quiet during the day – an underused resource
waiting to be tapped. We’re also supporting the potential
development of a community run, co-run by people with learning
disabilities in Hunslet: watch this space.

Support the delivery of trips for older members
of the community, to the coast or countryside.
This links with initiatives like our hiking trips. And I'm regularly
promoting opportunities and events run by CBFT, SLLaH, Hunslet
RLFC, Trinity Network, and others - and trying to support them to
access and share resources they need or have (eg minibuses).

Develop partnerships between schools and older
people, eg shared meals, homework clubs,
etc. Everyone wins!

Without
making
anyone
do
anything they
don’t want to (!), we’re interested that in
Newham (London) provision for older people is
centred
around
empowerment
and
participation. For example, we’re looking to develop and

decentralise Leeds Repair Café (see #TECHNOLOGY), and would
be keen to work with initiatives like Men in Sheds to do so.

This is bigger than care for older people, but an
acclaimed social enterprise called Community
Catalysts in North Yorkshire is developing a
model where homecare for older people and
others is managed and provided not by big
profit-making companies, but within local
communities - making for better quality care, and
better rates for carers. We’ll look to learn from
them, to develop something similar in this area.
(See #GOODHOUSING for the scheme to link up older people
with spare rooms with skint younger people.)
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#SUSTAINABLEFUTURE
The Council’s decision to back the expansion
and redevelopment of Leeds-Bradford
Airport over the past years was a serious
backward step for our efforts to become
sustainable as a city - and we were squarely
with
the
campaigners
against
the
redevelopment. We welcomed the miraculous news that

the redevelopment was going on ice - and now need to push to
limit any increase in flights. We will also push for airports
(starting here in Leeds-Bradford) to be obliged to prominently
display facts and figures about the impact of aviation on climate
change.

Push for low-tech, upstream anti-flooding
systems (eg ‘leaky dams’). Standard flood defences (like
those we’re now seeing in Leeds city centre) are part of the
solution, but we need proven solutions like these upstream too.
We also need to increase investment in de-clogging blocked
drains in the city. And campaign for every medium or large
housing development to contain a large sump: a leaky
pond for extreme rainfall.

Work to see the Council and arms-length bodies
like their pension funds ‘divest’ (ie stop
investing) in companies related to fossil fuels.
Roll out a Leeds-based Green bonds scheme,
enabling anyone to invest in the greenification
of the city. Academics at Leeds Uni have developed models
for this, and are just waiting for the call to make it happen!

Block all tree felling within nesting season
(seems like a no-brainer, but this practice is still
common in the city). And hold bodies including
Network Rail and the Canal and River Trust to
account for unnecessarily wanton tree-felling.
Support the development of groups like
Hunslet in Bloom and Friends of Hunslet
Moor (both proposed by local residents). The former has

stalled, although is maybe emerging in another form via the
hard-working TARA there. The latter remains very active: we’re
working with them.

Call for quick-win ecological improvements to
local parks, including bird garden and boxes,
bee zones, and more wild flower areas. Some

herbicides
on roadside
verges.
Support the
development
of pop-up urban farms on unused land. They've

pioneering this in Holland, there's one in Hull, and there are
Leeds folk keen; it’d also generate jobs. Credit to those in
Kirkstall pushing in this direction - and it’s also on the cards for
Middleton Park. Get in touch to get involved.

Continue to work on ‘Incredible Edible’
street growing projects, especially including
those with small or non-existent gardens. The
Whitfields scheme in Hunslet is now going, although the Covid
pandemic slowed us down a lot. We are supporting fab groups
like the Hunslet TARA and the Friends of Trentham Park on their
schemes.

Campaign for more allotment sites, ideally
managed by local people, and for allotment rents
to remain as low as possible. Furthermore, contest any
repeat of when Leeds City Council tried (and failed) to force
allotment rents up via the courts. We’re keen to see allotments
emerge via groups like Friends of Hunslet Moor, if possible.

Further develop the micro grants scheme
(which I and council officers dreamt up and
piloted in 2014-15) - for local people to improve their
neighbourhood environments. This funding got blocked for some
reason: shame. But new local funds like it have re-emerged in
the past couple of years, and we’re working with them.

Turn the scores of underused patches of
unloved woodland / scrub-land, towards
positive use. Maybe orchards, large scale mushroom growing
(via a independent coordinating organisation or group), ‘wild play
zones’, etc. For a start, we’re talking with organisations like
Rowland Road Social, and their space is hopefully now set for a
revamp over 2022-23.

Work with partners to create a green
accreditation and assessment scheme, and
forums - for a range of businesses to move towards
sustainability, collaborate, share learning, etc. We’ve had
discussions with some local charities and the food industry about
this, and but there’s plenty to do!

action and discussion is happening, eg we recently helped with
the creation of a wildflower mini meadow for Hunslet Moor, and
residents continue their great work on the Sandon Mount
allotment in Hunslet Carr - but there’s much more still to do.

Kick off a competition between Leeds and
other cities (Manchester, Sheffield, etc) to go
as green as possible: some competition might help drive

Push for far more Council-managed spaces
(including road verges) to become ‘rewilded’:
ie reduce or even stop all management of them,
to enable them to become ecologically vibrant
again on their own terms. Within this, do a full
review of the use of pesticides and

(This section might seem limited from a Green
Party perspective, but this theme is woven
throughout
the
manifesto:
anti-fracking,
pollution, sustainable travel, and much much
more..!)

us all forward!
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#MISCELLANEOUS
Develop a community fund, for people to
donate small sums (eg £1 per month), then
collectively decide what to do with it. Or maybe link it

Campaign
for
more
bank
holidays. The UK

Work with bodies such as Cats Protection to
enable local residents to get cheap or free access
to cat neutering schemes – to overcome the

Push for the removal of redundant phoneboxes,

with the fab international Soup Club model.

increasing over-population of cats in some parts of the ward.
We’ve spoken with animal charities, and are looking for
opportunities to make it happen.

Develop better management of the city's
woodland, including the establishment of a
project (probably external to the Council) to
create and sell wood pellets. We’ve been unable to

has fewer public holidays than any other
Western European country!
which are a magnet for waste and anti-social behaviour.

Support calls for a Leeds Islamic cemetery.
Ban the release of Chinese lanterns and
helium balloons: these caught significant ecological harm.
Oblige all ‘magnet fishers’ to get registered, and
sign up to a code including not dumped waste on the towpaths.

Support the ongoing development of the David
Oluwale campaign, to mark the life, tragic
death, and legacy of the man here in Leeds. This

At the risk of being kill-joys (!): better regulation
of ice cream vans, for noise nuisance and air pollution.
Stiffer regulation and licencing on loan sharks.
Learn from and implement the theories and
practices of models like ‘Doughnut Cities’ and
‘One Small Town’, starting within the Council.
Eg give Council staff the opportunity to request
time back (within reason) to study and develop
these theories for their work. Without vision, we
die (and vice versa)!
Green Party councillors claim 90% of their
permitted allowance in Leeds, in line with our
belief that allowances are set too high.

Work with big local employers to play a more
active role in the local area. Big businesses can play such

Erect a blue plaque in the city for the very last British casualty
of World War One, a Leeds man called George Ellison. In case
you missed it, we did this, in 2018, with Leeds Civic Trust.

Support and fund the creation of communal
washing lines and areas, eg lines suspended
above terraced streets. This could potentially save people
lots of money on tumble-drying, and is a special priority in
neighbourhoods where people don't have yards (eg back-to-back
areas of Beeston Hill). Ongoing, but no progress yet.

great local charity continues, and we support and promote it.

a positive role in our communities, we do have warm links with
many (eg Morrisons), but there’s much still to do.

Improve
local
communication
connections across the area, eg more

and

community
noticeboards (including shops and cafés), and grassroots events.
The Council did install a load of noticeboards: they’re listening!
Other ideas welcome.

We’re intrigued by the potential of block-chain tech like bitcoin,
and their potential to shake up and transform society - but what if
anything should or can we do? Answers on a postcard please.
We’ve long called for pushing homeworking amongst Council and
other staff, to reduce congestion, and improve wellbeing. PostCOVID, that’s now normal! Good.

THANKS! YOU MADE IT!
Thank you for your interest, and special thanks again to all
those contributed to this manifesto. Let's now get to work...
For more info on Ed and their local work, and election campaign, visit: greenleeds.org.
And for more info on the Green Party:
please check out the Leeds party’s city manifesto (leeds.greenparty.org.uk),
and the national Green Party's policy framework (policy.greenparty.org.uk).
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implement much, still being outside the Council - but this could be
a great local enterprise, so we’ll push for Council support (eg
interest-zero loans, free premises, etc). We’ve also been delighted
to see the emergence of Leeds Wood Recycling in Holbeck,
courtesy of the hard work and big ideas of good folk we know.

